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Abstract. User experience (UX) design is unsurprisingly challenging, specifi‐
cally the classification of experience within a customer journey. It is vital that
personal sentiment is described using practical quality measures. An experience
journey is too broad a term to be easily used. However it is easier to measure the
influence of various elements of experience design on a user’s opinion across a
wider journey.

In this paper, a taxonomy of heritage experience design will be presented
wherein improved quality measurement can be developed for user experience
journey design. This paper draws on primary and secondary data to propose a
taxonomy of user experience for quality measurement. The primary purpose of this
framework is to guide experienced designers on choices to initiate high-quality user
experience in a heritage context. Included are journey goals, organizational atmos‐
phere, and technological, behavioral or economic biases. The taxonomy is also
valuable to experience designers in specifying the scope of quality measurement and
further to researchers in creating proposals for further study.

Empirical data was collected from a historical organization (Dorset County
Museum) in the UK using semi-structured interviews. It was then analyzed using
grounded theory techniques. The importance of user experience was highlighted
and prioritized with respect to the journey design process.

Keywords: User experience · Taxonomy · Quality measurement · Quality of
experience · Heritage museum

1 Introduction

Understanding the elements of user experience is necessary before undertaking a fuller
user experience design. Included in this is the interaction between the user and the
system, devices and contents. User experience is often the satisfaction a user gets from
interacting with a product or digital tool. It can also encompass all experiences (physical,
sensory, emotional and mental) a person has when interacting with a digital tool [14].

However, how do we know if the experience is of high-quality? This research argues
that there is a need for high-quality design experiences specifically in heritage landscapes
and interlinked museums. Though technology mediation has advanced rapidly in all
aspect of human life, there is still a missing element when producing tailored designs
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for a mobile device that is based on user needs and interests. What are the triggers of so
called good and amazing experiences to a visitor and how do we define a good experi‐
ence, when visitors differ in a myriad of ways. Hence, a study and critical review of
available user experience design is required to uncover an appropriate theory. This then
needs to be encapsulated within a framework that can be used to guide designers of
heritage experience and make use of advancing technology.

While digital heritage experiences are significant, it is important to have an interac‐
tive experience with all museum objects, stories and interlinked locations. Nevertheless,
this could result in small changes in the interaction process; which then may have a
major impact on the experience process. In order to mitigate these effects, higher-quality
experience design is expected to provide a way to motivate and interact with visitors to
enhance their heritage experience.

The heritage sector is a complex environment and it is changing dramatically in terms
of rapid technological developments. The significant increase of the internet of things,
big data and digital heritage has affected the way of presenting the experience to visitors.
By observing the related literature, it is clear that many authors have focused on moti‐
vation of digital interactive heritage experience, while there was a lack of literature on
considering user experience design as a tactic in the wider digital heritage environment.
Exploring and understanding how museum workers and interested parties think about
the digital interactive heritage environment may provide a basis upon which to develop
more common approaches to design processes of user experiences. The research ques‐
tion in this paper is, what are the elements of user experience design in the heritage
sector? Therefore, the nature of this study is not to confirm and test an established theory;
rather, it proposes to identify and categorize the environment of the digital Interactive
heritage experience. In other words, an initial set of constructs and a taxonomy model
is built in this paper.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, a general experience design is illustrated
briefly followed by quality of experience (QoE) models that affect the QoE. Section 4
discusses the challenges in heritage experience design and Sect. 6 presents the analysis
of the conducted interviews. Finally, Sect. 7 presents the design taxonomy for quality
measurement followed by a conclusion articulated in Sect. 8.

2 User Experience Design

User experience is the first and foundational step of an effective digital asset [14].
The table below (Table 1) illustrate the six qualities that makes up a good UX:

However, these user experience qualities are more of a technical user experience design
which are generally embedded as part of quality of experience models. Hence, more
detailed discussion of QoE is presented in the following section.
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3 Quality of Experience

A number of authors (including [9, 12]) identified the key components of all human-
computer-, or user-interfaces: Metaphors, mental models, navigation, interaction and
appearance as well as information visualization. Taking into consideration User-
centered design (UCD) which links the process of developing software, hardware, the
user-interface (UI) and the total user-experience (UX) to the people who will use a
product or service [4, 8]. The user experience as defined by Hartson and Pyla is the
“totality of the [….] effects felt by a user as a result of interaction with, and the usage
context of, a system, device, or product, including the influence of usability, usefulness,
and emotional impact during interaction, and savoring the memory after interaction [4].
In this paper the focus is mainly on the user experience and its perspectives. In order to
design a high quality user experience, it is significant to study state-of-the-art models of
Quality of Experience.

There are many models of Quality of Experience (QoE) which introduce different
elements that affect the QoE. Examples of these models included in [6, 11, 13]. The main
elements are Human, System, Context, Business and Interaction but only three of them
introduces interaction as a factor for QoE. However, another study introduced a new
layered model for QoE by taking into consideration four main layers; Components,

Table 1. User experience qualities [14]

Findability Can I find it easily? Does it appear high up in the search results?
Accessibility Can I use it when I need it? Does it work on my mobile phone, or on a slow

Internet connection? Can I use it as a disabled person?
Desirability Do I want to use it? Is it a pleasant experience, or do I dread logging in?
Usability Is it easy to use? Are the tools I need intuitive and easy to find?
Credibility Do I trust it? Is this website legitimate?
Usefulness Does it add value to me? Will I get something out of the time I spend interacting

with it?

Fig. 1. QoE model adopted from Floris and colleagues [3]
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Combination, Control and Context. This model combines all the factors introduced in the
state-of-the-art QoE models. However, the human influence elements are assumed to
contribute to each layer according to the subjective perceived quality of the end-users [3].
Taking into consideration the elements introduced in Floria and colleagues, the basis of
this paper was built. In order to achieve an effective QoE; evaluation should include
different domains: Human, system, context, interaction, and business which all considered
in this model (Fig. 1). The structure (from bottom to top) is as follows: layer one is the
media quality, layer two is for multimedia quality, layer three is for interactivity and action,
and last but not least is the layer for device, environment, business and community evalu‐
ation.

The lower layer is concentrated on media quality, which is related to Quality of
Service (QoS) and system parameters of each single media. The combination layer is
focused on how single media qualities are combined to get the multimedia quality. This
layer is related to (QoS) as well. The interaction features and user actions on multimedia
contents are considered in the control layer. The higher layer is dedicated for the context
of use of multimedia services and the context influence elements are device, environ‐
ment, business and community. As mentioned earlier, human influence elements are
affected by all layers.

This earlier work is important and relevant, in that it categorizes QoE elements and
evolution activities in the networking field. In this paper, a complementary view of the
heritage domain will be taken by focusing more on the design for heritage experiences,
specifically, the how, when, what and where, of the design process. This focus here is
to propose a taxonomy of characteristics (or element) of heritage experience design and
the elements that influence these experience designs. This taxonomy can be used as a
system for naming and organizing experience design into groups which share similar
journeys. By experience designs, we refer to the techniques and tools used to achieve
high-quality experience. The purposes of this taxonomy are: (1) to identify relevant
design tactics given a specific experience context; (2) to allow evaluation of an experi‐
ence design or techniques for a particular experience; (3) to provide an overview of the
heritage domain of experience quality.

4 Challenges in Heritage Experience Design

The significant increase of the internet of things, big data and digital heritage has affected
the way of presenting the experience to visitors. Despite there being is a lot of research
within museum and cultural heritage research focusing on the visitor experience, behav‐
iors and educational goals, there is a lack of studies focusing on the design process of
heritage journeys concentrating in Quality of Experience (QoE) as measurements for
the design of heritage experiences. However, there are studies highlighting the design
process of interactive exhibits and presenting some challenges like funding and external
expertise for new technology despite the recognized benefits [10, 12]. Another challenge
is based on the audience expectations and the quality of the experience [10, 12]. The
rapid change of technology and keeping up to date with user expectation is another vital
challenge confronted by museums and cultural heritage [10, 15].
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As part of this study a prototype was built under the iSEE project at Brunel University
London in coordination with the DCM to explore expected visitor’s experience. The
prototype was based on a quantitative research study conducted with visitors to DCM
and Maiden Castle [1]. This prototype was tested in the field as an example of how
physical heritage can be sited (in digital form) within the physical landscape – accessed
from experience based on the location based modeling. In other words, the visitor is able
to see the map using a smartphone and based on a specific GPS location a pop-up of
information including video, photo or audio about a specific fact/scenario/incident
related to that location would be presented on the smartphone apps (Fig. 2). However,
one of the main obstacle to make this experience was to be able to ensure that such
experience is of a high quality experience and how can that be measured. Hence, the
need for a taxonomy was crucial.

Fig. 2. Snapshot of the smartphone app

All of these challenges were taken into consideration in this research in order to
represent a design process that could reduce these challenges and obstacles and epito‐
mize embedded QoE measurements. In the next section, a representation of the meth‐
odology will be discussed.

An inclusive range of factors must be focused on the interaction design process
including the following elements: the user of the product, how these products will be
used and where they will be used. More importantly, creating engaging user experiences
by understanding how emotions work and what is meant by aesthetics and desira‐
bility [2].

5 Methodology

Empirical data was collected from a historical organization (DCM) in the UK using
semi-structured interviews. It was analyzed using grounded theory techniques. The
importance of user experience was highlighted and prioritized with respect to journey
design process. While grounded theory is traditionally associated with sociology,
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nursing and health and organizational studies, it has in recent years, started to enter the
repertoire of marketing and consumer research. In contrast to other traditional experi‐
mental research methods, grounded theory starts from a set of empirical observations
or data aiming to develop a well-grounded theory from data [7].

The aim is to develop a robust framework that can be used by designers to create an
interactive heritage experience. Thus, grounded theory is suitable as we are not starting
with a pre-defined hypothesis; instead we aim at building the theory from the analyzed
data itself.

The data used for implementing the theory are the interviews conducted earlier with
around five key workers at a heritage museum (DCM). Using NVivo tool (Fig. 3), the
interview outcomes were fed into the tool where the analysis took place. In brief, each
interviewee feedback was grouped into nodes that represent the main elements that affect
the user design experience (e.g. types of visitors, age group, multimedia visual ads).

Fig. 3. NVivo tool - open coding phase

Then each of these elements is grouped by the number of sources that was referenced
throughout the interviews conducted for all the five workers. As per the grounded theory
this represents the internal coding stage (Open coding as per Strauss and Corbin). These
elements were then grouped into a smaller clusters (Axial coding). The clusters are then
refined further into a more meaningful and close to a detailed development stage (Selec‐
tive coding) [5, 7]. Finally, the taxonomy is born as a result of the grounded theory
technique.

6 Interviews Analysis

The iSEE project aims to engage the visitors within museums and more specifically the
nearby heritage locations. Consequently, it aims to enhance visitor experience with a
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variety of multimedia (sound, image, videos and others) and to increase visitor numbers
in local museums. The enhancement of experience requires the input of heritage experts
(as well as the visitor). This section gives a summary of information collected from five
interviewees and who work for Dorset County museum (DCM). Analysis of interview
data helps in understanding the facilities and records available within the museum as
well as the technologies used to guide visitors, which are the basis of the design
taxonomy.

From the interviews it can be concluded that there are a number of interesting
resources available, but staff lack the technical resources to deliver them. They have
many objects in collections that are not displayed, as the space is limited and some
objects are too delicate to be displayed. Articles and website content are not connected
with current databases. They have also used multimedia in rolling images, handset
(handhelds) and touchscreens to guide a tour but tech is often broken and needing main‐
tenance. Consequently, they could be replaced with smartphones.

In order to shape the prototype and specify the requirements, it is important to know
the most attractive parts of DCM. Interesting responses were received. For example, one
specifically mentioned that it depends on visitors’ interests, personality and who they
are; family, kids or old visitors. Others state that Thomas Hardy, Dinosaurs, skeletons,
fossils and Roman corner are the most attractive part. The visitor ages are very important
to develop the right application. Many DCM visitors are families, school trips and retired
people. However, they want to attract more teenagers. The museum is trying to be child
friendly by having more interactive material. Possible features in a smart phone appli‐
cation included enriched video enriched - with sound, color and smell. Other features
include a map of Maiden Castle (MC) and the visitor could tap a corner for information.
In addition, it is interesting to show time movement in the area and how the sun lights
moves through the day, seasons as well as utilize the benefits of google earth 2D/3D
views. To design experience it would be useful to show specific stories during MC walk
but it is better not to control visitors. Walk need not be restricted to certain points,
allowing visitors to choose their experience and stories. It is useful to show the historical
link between MC and DCM. The County Council is trying to provide basic links between
locations and distributes leaflets to visitors. It is fascinating to bring the historical expe‐
rience to Maiden Castle and display stories in video or sound, and invest in visual
branding by showing artifacts from MC allowing the visitor to choose from different
stories and multimedia they prefer.

There are some challenges understanding how, what and why people use phones?
As older people use it typically to receive and make call, others use it for communication,
games and education. Opportunities exist to use the smartphone. However, it also
depends on the technology available and multimedia format. There are so many tech‐
nologies applied in museums and in other sectors. Other ideas for the future could include
applying radio competitions into a mobile phone where group of people play together
virtually. The China exhibition (in Cardiff) uses voices talking about their environments.
5D cinema in Korea used a set of projectors in all dimensions, allowing visitors to
experience history as if they are in an adventure. However, these approaches have a
significant cost implication.
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7 Heritage Experience Design (HXD) Taxonomy

This section discusses the components that heritage experience designs (HXD) typically
apply to design high-quality experience from the perspective of stakeholders and based
on QoE model presented earlier [3]. It is important to change from the traditional quality
model which deliberates a fixed context, simple interactivity and one or two media, to
a new model which takes into account multi-parameters contexts, complex interaction
and real multimedia [3]. To allow for high-quality heritage experience, designers should
choose components depending on both the objectives and the visitors. To guide this
process, a presentation of a taxonomy will be illustrated which is resulted from the
interviews analysis using grounded theory technique. There are five main components
in the taxonomy; (1) journey experience which presents abstract guidelines for the design
process; (2) journey goal which shows possible means of interaction between visitor
and experience,(3) journey control, (4) multimedia of journey and (5) media of journey.
The last three components represent the building blocks to implement experience.
Figure 4, below reflect an overview of the taxonomy.

Journey experience accounts for the context of the experience which the designer
should reflect. For example, in order to design a journey, designer should consider which
device (e.g. smartphones, tablets) to use along with study of the environment, business

Fig. 4. Taxonomy of heritage experience design
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and community. Secondly, it is significant to consider the different goals of the visit as
well as taking into account personalizing the journey. The third component is very
important as it contain significant elements which are interactivity and action. The last
two components accounts for media, as the experience designer should focus on the
media qualities composing the multimedia quality and the integration functions for
multimedia [3]. As discussed earlier, human elements were not included in the
taxonomy, since they influence and are influenced by all components.

The main outcomes from this study are: (1) That in order to enhance the visitor
experience we need to assess our services from the visitors’ point of view and (2) priori‐
tize our service development, at a time of financial constraint (restriction), by collecting
appropriate information from within the museums existing collections and archives in
order to sustain a high quality design. Therefore, the paper proposes an evaluation
process to assess the presented taxonomy. In a similar contexts discussed in [3] each
element focuses on influencing factors belonging to a specific quality domain. Thus, the
evaluation of the relevant impact can be conducted individually from that related to
others quality domains. This allows conducting independent experiments in different
times and places. By combining the individual quality results, the estimation of the
overall QoE will be more reliable.

With reference prototype in Sect. 4, the taxonomy can be used as part of an experi‐
ment to assess its overall quality. For example, elements such as, interactivity under the
journey control (Fig. 4) can be assessed using the video that pops up in the maps and
how does the visitor interact with it according to his/her location. That can be assessed
with and without the interactive feature on the smartphone apps. Accordingly, the
subjective results can be analyzed in order to define the objective quality model to esti‐
mate the video quality. Similarly, the same can be applied for the other elements (e.g.
entertainment, educational, action) independently. However, this paper is focusing on
building the taxonomy and the actual evaluation process will be presented in other future
paper.

8 Conclusion

This paper presents a taxonomy that was built in part to evaluate heritage experiences.
Interviews were conducted with museum staff and interested parties to uncover specific
elements of heritage experience. Employing grounded theory techniques to analysis the
interviews resulted in the taxonomy, a basis for heritage journey design. That is by
introducing a taxonomy of heritage experience design in order to help the designer to
design higher-quality experiences that are embedded in the physical landscape. The
results have shown the need to design journeys to suite each visitor’s requirements.

Therefore, the importance of carrying out further empirical research is clear,
exploiting and building further on the initial taxonomy model. This observation high‐
lighted the need to further investigate how heritage experiences can be articulated as
part of a wider co-design process.
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